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Identifying Purpose of Our Birth - Atmakaraka

A human should be questioning self "Who am I and Why am I here" The answer to

this is not an easily achievable one. It needs great efforts in place to identify the

purpose of our birth.

Did you find the purpose of your Birth? \U0001f64f\U0001f3fc

Do you know ways do that? \U0001f340

— Hindu Media Wiki (@HinduMediaWiki) January 13, 2021

Elders say life is a boon actually when we identify the purpose of it. To identify it all we need is a Guru. Now guru doesn't

mean he / She should be initially only a yogi on path. During this journey we have various people we meet and various types

of Gurus in various forms.

The journey itself is a Guru., it teaches us alot. The answer to identifying purpose of our life is starting a sadhna / Tapasya in

life to clear all the blockages and build a guided path moving towards it. All we need to do is start it.

To start this path you dont need a Guru initially. Once you start Guru comes to u as per Yuga dharma when you are ready to

accept the knowledge and energies from him.

One should Identify their chara Atmakaraka( The moving Significator of the Soul ) in the birth chart. Atma means the soul

and karaka means the significator if the Soul's desire in the current birth. Every soul is born with unfinished desires to be

achieved.

Identifying one's Atmakaraka graha from the chart is important. It takes us to that unfinished journey in this life. There are

Jothirlingas attached to each Rashi one can visit based on Atmakaraka occupying the position in the Navamsha chart.

Each house has a Jothirling to visit wrt Atmakaraka occupying the D9. Another way one can visit the corresponding

Jothirlinga with the Raashi in order, the match should be checked in order with the Jothirlinga Sthotram.

Ex: Aquarius Kumbh corresponds with Kedarnath in order
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Atmakaraka visit to jothirlinga is for building a path of Moksha. Identifying the purpose of life, wash away sins and previous

karma to an extent. This visit gives a turning point in life and path is built by the lord thereafter.

To find out your Atmakaraka Report follow this link and start meditating on the said Devta attached with Atmakaraka. Find

the Jothirlinga Lord associated and some interesting points about AK too ■■

https://t.co/g0S62HXdCW

Next in the series- Identodying IshtaDevta based on AK

This above report is accurate and suggest best day to fast for beginners based on the Atmakaraka and also basic mantra for

the Jaap and start the life towards identifying the purpose ■■■

https://t.co/g0S62HXdCW
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